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Biden’s Enforcers? Antifa Attacks Pro-Trump Stop the
Steal Demonstrators
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If this is how the Left reacts when they win,
just imagine the anarchy that will ensue if
President Trump pulls through.

Violence erupted over the weekend between
Antifa and supporters of the president at the
Washington State capitol building. The pro-
Trump crowed had gathered there to bring
attention to the alleged voter fraud believed
to be contributing to Joe Biden’s current
electoral lead.

They were in Olympia as part of the
nationwide Stop the Steal movement. At one
point, a clash broke out between the Trump
supporters and members of Antifa who
arrived on scene. Cellphone video posted by
local citizen journalist Katie Daviscourt
captured the moment when police use tear
gas and less-lethal munitions to break up a
fight.

There’s a pro-Trump ‘Stop the Steal’ train headed to Washington state Capitol in Olympia
right now. #waleg #elections #Election2020 pic.twitter.com/PWwAeqB6Rn

— Matt M. McKnight (@mattmillsphoto) November 7, 2020

In a second video, two women tell Daviscourt that they were attacked by a man wearing a “gay pride”
facemask and a Black Lives Matter agitator who began punching them until the man in the black
sweatshirt stepped in to protect them before he, too, was assaulted.

NOW: Antifa Militants attack Trump Supporters. One man is bleeding from the head.
Olympia PD deploys flash bangs and crowd control munitions. #stopthesteal
pic.twitter.com/yU6HPMhN26

— Katie Daviscourt�� (@KatieDaviscourt) November 7, 2020

This comes as the mainstream media has by-and-large crowned Joe Biden the winner of the 2020 race
and is even referring to him as “President Biden” and the “president-elect.” 

In fact, no states have thus far certified their results. Counts, recounts, and legal challenges will all take
place before the Electoral College selects the winner of the race in December, as established in the
Constitution. 

Skirmishes between Antifa and patriots such as the fight that broke out in Olympia on Saturday are only
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a small sample of the chaos the Left plans to unleash if the election ultimately does not go its way. 

The New American has reported extensively on well-funded Deep State groups such as Shut Down D.C.
and the Soros-linked Transition Integrity Project, which plan to leverage social-justice protest
movements such as Black Lives Matter to fan protests, shut down supply lines, and engage in “street
fights” — all with the aim of preventing President Trump from “illegitimately” declaring victory.

In one of its published documents, Shut Down D.C. refers to its initiative as an “uprising” and calls for
potentially blockading the White House, blocking traffic, shutting down government office buildings,
and even cutting off Amazon fulfillment centers.

Thus far, the mass “uprising” has yet to materialize, likely because things appear to be going the Left’s
way. 

However, considering the vast preparation and expenditure of funds to put these resources together, it
seems odd that leftists would let it all go to waste. It’s possible that they are anticipating President
Trump to ultimately prevail after going to the courts. At that point, they will accuse him of stealing the
election and will then unleash their foot soldiers upon cities that are unwilling to stamp out the
violence, mostly Democrat-run urban centers.

Whether the Left wins or loses the presidential race, it is clearly determined to unleash a storm of
retribution against the Right for four years of Trump.

For example, Representative Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez (D-N.Y.) and other leftists have in recent days
called for lists of Trump supporters to be made so that such individuals can be punished, ostracized,
and kept from employment and public office.

Is anyone archiving these Trump sycophants for when they try to downplay or deny their
complicity in the future? I foresee decent probability of many deleted Tweets, writings,
photos in the future

— Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez (@AOC) November 6, 2020

Actress Janelle Monae went so far as to tweet (in a since-deleted post) that “every American citizen”
who voted for President Trump should “burn.” To see the tweet, click here (warning: includes obscene
gesture).

And the founder of the Transition Integrity Project, Nils Gilman, called for the execution of former
Trump national security official Michael Anton due to Anton’s coverage and critical opinion of TIP.

It remains to be seen how the election will play out and whether America will have another four years of
Trump or a President Biden. In either case, citizens should take caution due to the threat of left-wing
violence. It is crucial that patriots make inroads with and educate their local leaders, especially law
enforcement, about the nature and threat of the armed Left. The anarchy only reaches Portland levels
when local leaders turn a blind eye to the lawlessness.
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